Workshare Compare

Document
comparison for the
pharma & life
sciences industry

Document comparison embedded in tools for the pharma & life sciences industry

Embed the leading comparison

Provide 100% accurate

Support faster reviews on

engine in your application

document comparison

high stakes documents

Empower clients to compare and review their high stakes documents

Embed Workshare Compare in your software

on any device during clinical trials, so they can instantly see what’s
changed and move onto the next draft.

A more holistic offering. Enable clients, who work on high stakes
documents, to enjoy a leading comparison feature in your application.

Workshare Compare Server can be hosted in the cloud or installed onpremise. Then you can create a unique comparison experience for

Flexible file comparison. Two documents can be compared and an

your business and your clients in the pharmaceutical sector.

accurate redline produced directly inside your solution.

Embed comparison in your platform to streamline and automate

Faster review cycles. Increase client productivity by automating

document review. Customize and create your own unique front end,

comparison and reducing the average time their review process takes.

so it’s perfect for the clients you support.
Powered by Workshare Compare Server, users can assess the
materiality of changes quickly and confidently and manage their
document life cycle.

Additional revenue. Create a new revenue stream for your business by
offering rich, new functionality.
Fast to add value. Rapidly embed file comparison in your platform to
gain competitive advantage and adding value.

Easy to use
Document authors and reviewers can easily access, review and verify
changes as they work together, without having to download or open
any additional applications.

Added value

Change matters you’re in safe hands
When clients are moving from research and
development to drug discovery, from the preclinical

Hosted in the cloud or on-premise, Compare Server is the most

phases to clinical trials, from MHRA review to

flexible way to get file comparison into your application. This means

marketing, they will compare hundreds of files.

users have the best solution to produce, review and compare their
high stakes documents.

Give them the best solution available and embed
Workshare Compare Server.
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